
VILLA ROSA DEI VENTI

ITALY | SARDINIA

8 Bedrooms 16 Guests £10650 - £25855 / week
 



 



   Beach within 10 minute walk
   Chef service available
   Family villa
   For large groups
   Infinity Pool
   Near shops/restaurants
   Near the beach
   Romantic villa
   With seaviews
   With WIFI

 

"A superb seafront situation along Sardinia's east coast ensures guests at this 8-bedroom villa with pool
enjoys unobstructed views over the Mediterranean Sea and the fortified town of Alghero, as well as direct

access to crystal clear waters".

Built according to the most advanced contemporary design, the interiors seamlessly blend in with the
surrounding Mediterranean landscape and seascape as the light streams in through large windows. The
villa boasts eight bedroom suites, all naturally bright and equipped with the latest comforts, with modern
and functional furniture, private bathroom and access to the garden and the pool. All rooms are exposed to
the south and therefore enjoy the sun that, during the day, crosses the harbour of Alghero from East to
West. The magnificent vista encompasses the harbour of Alghero to its beaches, and then to Bosa towards
the south and Capo Caccia towards the west.

The coastline and the seascape are absolutely stunning and offer visitors scenic views and opportunities to
enjoy the unparalleled natural beauty of this area of western Sardinia. Guests can go to one of the many
equipped beaches of Fertilia, take a walk to its marina and rent a dinghy, book a boat trip along the coast
or a diving experience. Maybe get a scuba licence at one of the many accredited schools in the area. You
can visit the numerous workshops where skilled artisans work the red coral located in the magnificent
historic centre of Alghero, rich in history and traditions. Originally a Catalan colony, this port town still
retains its Catalan language and gastronomic traditions. At night, after a barbecue in the terrace or a lavish
dinner of Catalan lobsters, sea urchins and Vermentino wine, you can enjoy a good beer in one of the
many bistros that until late at night give life to the porticoes of Fertilia.

ACCOMMODATION
(300 m2)
Indoors:
Spacious living room.
Dining room.
Kitchen.
The villa has four double suites with large windows overlooking the sea and with private verandas bordered
only by stainless steel rails with essential lines, reminiscent of those in cruise ships. 
4 Double bedroom suites, private bathroom, door to private veranda.
4 further Double bedrooms, also equipped with private bathroom and covered veranda, are located on the
seafront, two of which (on the ground floor) have direct access to the garden and the pool.
2 additional bathrooms.

Grounds:
Private, terraced grounds comprising mature landscaped gardens, palm trees, lawn areas and
Mediterranean shrubs. Direct access to the sea and a rocky beach. Private, shaped, infinity pool
overlooking the sea. Several covered terraces with outdoor chill out furniture, al fresco dining terrace.
Balconies.


